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Abstract: Lightweight and low-cost organic photovoltaics 
(OPVs) hold great promise as renewable energy sources. 
The most critical challenge in developing high-perfor-
mance OPVs is the incomplete photon absorption due to 
the low diffusion length of the carrier in organic semi-
conductors. To date, various attempts have been carried 
out to improve light absorption in thin photoactive layer 
based on optical engineering strategies. Nanostructure-
induced light harvesting in OPVs offers an attractive solu-
tion to realize high-performance OPVs, via the effects of 
antireflection, plasmonic scattering, surface plasmon 
polarization, localized surface plasmon resonance and 
optical cavity. In this review article, we summarize recent 
advances in nanostructure-induced light harvesting in 
OPVs and discuss various light-trapping strategies by 
incorporating nanostructures in OPVs and the fabrication 
processing of the micro-patterns with high resolution, 
large area, high yield and low cost.

Keywords: organic photovoltaics; nanostructures and 
nanomaterials; light manipulation; microstructure fabri-
cation; photons trapping.

1   Introduction

Sunlight as an abundant and easily available natural 
energy resource possesses significant and potential value 
in dealing with the world energy crisis and greenhouse 
effect. Photovoltaics is a promising technology to generate 
electrical power with the conversion of sunlight to electric-
ity on a large scale. In the past decades, organic photovol-
taics (OPVs) have attracted considerable research attention 
because of their unique advantages, such as lightweight, 
flexibility, semitransparency, low cost and solution pro-
cessing [1–3]. High power conversion efficiency (PCE) is 
one of the key considerations for the commercial applica-
tion of OPVs, for which much attempts have been devoted 
to developing novel organic and polymer semiconductors 
and constructing new device structures. To date, the PCE 
of OPVs is over the 10% efficiency barrier with the develop-
ment of material engineering for low-band-gap materials 
[4]. However, compared with the inorganic photovoltaics, 
the performance of OPVs is still noncompetitive despite 
the high extinction coefficient of organic semiconductors.

OPVs typically consist of an electron-donor and an 
electron-acceptor, which are sandwiched between the 
anode and the cathode. Under illumination, electrons 
from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of 
the donor are excited to the lowest unoccupied molecu-
lar orbital (LUMO) or some higher excited states and then 
transfer to the LUMO of the acceptor, resulting in sepa-
rated holes and electrons as shown in Figure  1A [7, 8]. 
The photocurrent generation by converting solar energy 
into electrical energy in OPVs can be separated into four 
key processes as described in Figure 1B: (1) light absorp-
tion to excite electron transition and create excitons, (2) 
exciton diffusion to the interface of the donor and the 
acceptor and splitting into free carriers, (3) transport 
of free holes in the donor and electrons in the acceptor 
owing to the built-in electric field, and (4) collection 
and extraction of charges by the electrodes [6]. Since the 
pioneering work of Tang [9], the planar heterojunction 
(PHJ) structure of photoactive layers with sequentially 
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Table 1: The commonly used photoactive systems in OPVs.

Active layer system   Type  
 

LUMO/HOMO (eV)  Thickness 
(nm)

  PCE 
(%)

  Ref.

Donor   Acceptor Donor  Acceptor

CuPc   C60   PHJ   3.5/5.2  4.5/6.2  35 + 70  1.07  [10]
CuPc   PTCBI   PHJ   3.5/5.2  4.4/6.1  11 + 4  –  [11]
SubPc   C60   PHJ   3.5/5.6  4.5/6.3  11 + 45  3.45  [12]
ZnPc   C60   BHJ   3.78/5.17  4.5/6.3  35  3.90  [13]
P3OT   C60   BHJ   3.0/5.2  4.5/6.3  150  1.1  [14]
TAPC   C70   BHJ   1.8/5.5  4.39/6.2  60  4.89  [15]
P3HT   PC61BM   BHJ   3.0/4.9  3.70/6.01  210–230  4.37  [16]
P3HT   ICBA   BHJ   3.0/4.9  3.7/5.8  230  5.28  [17]
PBT1
PBT2
PBT3
PBT4
PBT5
PBT6

  PC61BM   BHJ   3.20/4.90
3.22/4.94
3.29/5.04
3.31/5.12
3.24/5.01
3.17/5.01

  3.70/6.01  ~100  4.76
5.10
5.57
3.10
3.02
2.26

  [18]

MEH-PPV   PC61BM   BHJ   3.2/5.3  3.70/6.01  80–100  1.89  [19]
PTB7   PC71BM   BHJ   3.31/5.15  4.3/6.0  100  7.04  [20]
PBDTTT-E-T   PC70BM   BHJ   3.22/5.04  4.3/6.1  100  6.21  [21]
PBDTTT-C-T   PC70BM   BHJ   3.25/5.11  4.3/6.1  100  7.59  [22]
PBDTT-DPP   PC71BM   BHJ   3.6/5.3  4.3/6.1  100  6.59  [23]
PCDTBT   PC71BM   BHJ   3.6/5.5  4.3/6.1  80  6.02  [24]

            1.89 
PFSDCN   PCBM   BHJ   3.25/5.32  3.9/5.9  65  1.64  [25]
DPP(TBFu)2   PC71BM   BHJ   3.4/5.2  4.0/5.8  100  4.4  [26]
DTS(PTTh2)2   PC70BM   BHJ   3.6/5.2  4.3/6.1  130–180  6.70  [27]

CuPc, copper (II) phthalocyanine; C60, fullerene; PTCBI, 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic bisbenzimidazole; SubPc, boron subphthalocya-
nine chloride; ZnPc, Zinc phthalocyanine; P3OT, poly(3-octylthiophene); TAPC, 1,1-bis-(4-bis(4-methyl-phenyl)-amino-phenyl)-cyclohexane; 
P3HT, poly(3-hexylthiophene); ICBA, indene-C60 bisadduct; PC61BM, [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester; PC71BM, [6,6]-phenyl-
C71-butyric acid methyl ester; MEH-PPV, poly(2-methoxy, 5-(2′-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene); PBTs, thieno[3,4-b]thiophene and 
benzodithiophene units; PTB7, poly(3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl}); PBDTTT-C-T, poly{[4,8-bis-(2-ethyl-
hexyl-thiophene-5-yl)-benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophene-2,6-diyl]-alt-[2-(2′-ethyl-hexanoyl)-thieno[3,4-b]thiophen-4,6-diyl]}; PBDTT-DPP, 
poly2,6′-4,8-di(5-ethylhexylthienyl)benzo[1,2-b;3,4-b]dithiophene-alt-5-dibutyloctyl-3,6-bis(5-bromothiophen-2-yl)pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-
1,4-dione}; PCPDTBT, poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b′]dithiophene)-alt-4,7(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)]; DPP(TBFu)2, 
benzofuran-substituted DPP_OT_3,6-bis(5-(benzofuran-2-yl)thiophen-2-yl)-2,5-bis(2-ethylhexyl)pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione; PFSDCN, 
poly[2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)-alt-2-((4-(diphenylamino)phenyl)thiophen-2-yl)malononitrile]; DTS(PTTh2)2, 5;50-bisf(4-(7-hexylthiophen-2-yl)
thiophen-2-yl)-[1,2,5]thiadiazolo[3,4-c]pyridineg-3;30-di-2-ethylhexylsilylene-2;20-bithiophene.
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Figure 1: Device operating principle of OPVs.
(A) Schematic diagram of the principles of the internal processes in OPVs (reprint with permission Ref. [5]; Copyright 2010 Elsevier Ltd.). 
(B) The four processes of photocurrent generation in OPVs (reprint with permission Ref. [6]; Copyright 2015 Elsevier Ltd.).
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deposited neat donor-acceptor bilayers has been widely 
used for small molecule-based OPVs. Another type of 
heterojunction structure commonly used in OPVs is 
bulk heterojunction (BHJ) by intermixing or blending 
the donor and acceptor materials. The interpenetrating 
network of BHJ allows the photogenerated excitons to 
reach the donor-acceptor interface with high probabili-
ties, and the BHJ is also considered the predominant 
structure for solution-processed OPVs. The commonly 
used donor-acceptor systems nowadays based on small 
molecule or polymer photoactive materials are listed in 
Table 1 with their work functions, heterojunction struc-
tures, thicknesses as well as PCEs.

In conventional OPVs, because of the intrinsically 
high exciton binding energy, short exciton diffusion 
length and low charge mobility of organic materials, the 
thickness of the photoactive layer is commonly around 
100  nm for efficient electron and hole dissociation and 
transport [28–30]. The thickness of the photoactive layer 
is far less than the optical absorption length of organic 
semiconductors, and a large fraction of incident photons 
remain unabsorbed. The incomplete light absorption in 
the thin photoactive layer limits the external quantum 
efficiency of OPVs. In order to remit the conflict between 
optical absorption length and carrier diffusion length in 
OPVs, sophisticated polymers with high carrier mobilities 
were developed to improve charge dissociation and trans-
port in thick active layers [31–33].

Optical manipulation inside OPVs by incorporat-
ing nanostructures provides an alternative method to 
enhance light trapping and boost the efficiency of OPVs. A 
variety of strategies with distinct mechanisms have been 
reported in recent years to realize significant light harvest-
ing induced by nanostructures in OPVs. On the one hand, 
introducing an out-of-cell antireflective microstructure on 
the front side of the substrate or transparent electrode is 
a direct method to enhance light harvesting via reducing 
the reflective losses [34]. On the other hand, light is con-
centrated and amplified in the photoactive layer by inte-
grating in-cell nanostructures as well as nanomaterials 
combined with optimizing device construction. Plasmonic 
in-cell nanostructures have been investigated comprehen-
sively in OPVs, and the incident light can be effectively 
trapped and coupled inside photoactive layers via metal 
nanostructures or nanomaterial-induced plasmonic scat-
tering, surface plasmon polariton (SPP) effects and local-
ized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) effects [35–38]. 
Constructing OPV devices with microcavity, optical 
spacer and distributed Bragg reflectors can optimize the 
optical field distribution and improve the efficiency of 
OPVs [39, 40]. The aim of this article was to review optical 

engineering strategies in OPVs to realize the nanostruc-
ture-induced light harvesting. The effects and schemes 
of the nanopattern-induced light manipulation inside 
photoactive layers as well as the fabrication technique of 
nanostructures in the OPVs will be discussed.

2   Fabrication technologies 
for nanostructures

The structural parameters of nanostructures play impor-
tant roles in light manipulation to excite, trap and couple 
photons in optical modes. The availability of inexpensive 
and scalable micro- and nano-fabrication technologies 
with high resolution is a key to the commercial adoption 
of OPVs. Although electron beam lithography (EBL) and 
focused ion beam lithography have been used for the 
mass production of nanostructures with high resolution, 
real-word application in large-scale photovoltaic module 
is impractical. In this section, we will discuss some 
novel micro- and nano-fabrication technologies to form 
versatile and scalable patterns in OPVs, including laser-
assisted fabrication, nanoimprint lithography (NIL) and 
self-assembled process.

2.1   Laser-fabricated periodic nanostructures

The laser-assisted process is one of the most promis-
ing technologies for microstructure fabrication, such 
as femtosecond laser direct writing, owing to its high 
fabricating resolution, three-dimensional (3D) fabricat-
ing capability and flexible designability for micro- or 
nanostructures [41–43]. The holographic lithography 
technique based on laser beam interference with high 
controllability and reproducibility is commonly used 
to obtain periodic nanostructures. Figure  2A shows 
the schematic diagram of the holographic lithography 
process [44]. The periodically changed light field inten-
sity arising from two laser beam interference can be 
recorded by the photoresist film spin coated on the sub-
strates during the exposure process, and periodic nano-
structures can be obtained after dipping the exposed 
photoresist film in a developing solution. The period is 
regulated by the laser wavelength and the angle of the 
interference beams, and the amplitude and space radio 
are controlled by the exposure time and laser fluence. 
Dual periodic nanostructures have also been reported 
on the basis of the holographic lithography technique 
with the twice-exposure process, and the sample was 
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exposed for the second time with different writing 
periods and intersection angles [46].

Most materials used in OPVs are sensitive to ultraviolet 
(UV) laser ablation condition, so that periodic nanostruc-
tures can be directly fabricated on the organic functional 
layers in OPVs via laser ablation by the two-beam inter-
ference lithography technique. Figure 2B shows a periodic 
one-dimensional grating recorded on a poly(N-vinyl car-
bazole) (PVK) film as the corrugated hole transport layer, 
and the relationship of groove depth and laser power has 
been investigated as shown in the inset of Figure 2B [45]. 
A linear dependence of the groove depth on the logarithm 
of the laser fluence at low energy density is demonstrated, 
and a deviation at high laser fluence can also be found 
due to the limitation of the film thickness.

By combining two-beam interference lithography 
with angle-multiplexed exposure processing, the large-
area multiscale hierarchical structures with 3D surface 
profiles have been printed (Figure 3A), which have com-
parable aspect ratios with periods ranging from 300 nm 
to 4 μm and amplitudes ranging from 40 to 900  nm, 
respectively [47]. Various complex functional nano-
structures can be rapidly realized by multibeam laser 
interference lithography. Figure 3B shows S-shaped and 
chain-like nanostructures as well as pillar-cell arrays 
fabricated by controlling the widths and heights of 
the pillars prepared by multibeam laser interference 
 lithography [48].
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Figure 2: Two-beam interference lithography technique.
(A) Schematic diagram of holographic lithography process (reprint 
with permission Ref. [44]; Copyright 2015 Elsevier B.V.). (B) The sche-
matic diagram of introducing periodic microstructure directly into the 
organic functional layers by laser ablation. The inset shows the etch 
depth by one pulse laser ablation as a function of the laser fluence 
(reprint with permission Ref. [45]; Copyright 2011 Elsevier B.V.).

Figure 3: Angle-multiplexed optical imprinting and multibeam laser 
interference lithography.
(A) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of multiscale hier-
archical structures fabricated by two-beam interference lithography 
in combination with angle-multiplexed exposure processing (reprint 
with permission Ref. [47]; Copyright 2017 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH 
& Co. KGaA, Weinheim). (B) SEM images of S-shaped, chain-like, 
two-pillar-cell and four-pillar-cell arrays fabricated by multibeam 
laser interference lithography (reprint with permission of Ref. [48]; 
Copyright 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim).
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2.2   Template-assisted fabrication method

Imprint processing is a fabricating technology for 
embossed structures based on the physical modeling 
method and transfers the embossed templates to the 
surface of samples [49, 50]. NIL with high resolution, 
excellent yield and low cost was first developed by 
S.  Chou from the University of Minnesota in 1995 [51]. 
The NIL technology avoids the light diffraction in optical 
lithography and can fabricate the nanoscale structure 
with fabricating accuracy up to several nanometers [52]. 
In the fabrication of nanoscale embossing templates, 
which play major roles in NIL, high-resolution reactive ion 
etching (RIE) and EBL are usually applied [53]. Thermal 
NIL is an earlier developed nanoimprinting technology, 
and nanostructures are directly formed onto a heated or 
molten thermal substrate material surface over its glass 
transition temperature (Tg) under a certain pressure as 
shown in Figure  4A [55]. The heating and cooling pro-
cesses in thermal NIL increase the stamping cycles, as 
well as the wastage of templates. In the development of 
imprint processing, various low-temperature NIL tech-
nologies have sprung up, such as UV-curable NIL (Figure 
4B) [56, 57]. Instead of thermal pressing formation, the 
microstructured polymers form at room temperature by 
UV exposure polymerization with additives as UV pho-
toinitiators, which enable high-speed, large-scale and 
high-throughput microstructure fabrication.

Thermal NIL and UV-curable NIL are more or less fol-
lowed by additional processes for further pattern transfer-
ring or etching to remove residual materials in hot or UV 
embossing. Micro/nano-contact NIL has been reported as 
an alternative for thermal and UV-curable nanoimprint, 
and ink materials on the template were directly transferred 
onto uneven surfaces and plastic sheets with designed 
patterns as shown in Figure 4C [58, 59]. The printed ink 
materials range from polymer solution, living cells, DNA 
molecules to metallic films. New endeavors have been 
done in NIL development for high-speed and large-area 
patterns, such as roll-to-roll nanoimprint, which is the 
scale-up development of NIL technology for large-area 
and high-yield microstructure formation with nanoscale 
resolution [54, 60, 61].

2.3   Self-assembled nanostructures

The thermal annealing process is commonly used to fab-
ricate self-assembled nanostructures, such as buckling 
structures and wave-like patterns [62, 63]. A range of 
self-assembled nanostructures induced on the surface of 
elastomeric polymer films by the stress relief of thin films 
under internal compressive stress, which have been used 
in biological, mechanical and physical fields including 
optical and electronic devices [64–67]. Figure 5 shows the 
schematic illustration of the fabrication of self-assembled 
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Figure 4: Nanoimprint lithography technology.
Schematic diagram of technological processing of (A) thermal NIL, (B) UV-curable NIL and (C) micro/nano-contact NIL (reprint with permis-
sion Ref. [54]; Copyright 2015 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg).
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nanostructures with the thermal annealing process. 
Wave-like patterns are introduced spontaneously by ther-
mally depositing Ti and Au films on preheated polymer 
substrates (PDMSs) [68]. After cooling to room tempera-
ture, wave-like nanostructures spontaneously occurred 
to release the internal compressive stress arising from the 
difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of 
the PDMS and the deposited metal film. The depths and 
quasi-periods of nanostructures depend on the imposed 
compressive strains which are proportional to the thick-
ness of the thin films and annealing temperature as well 
as annealing time [69]. The orientations of the surface 
self-assembled patterns have a strong dependence on the 
surface morphology of polymer films, and the spontane-
ous formation of complex ordered nanostructures has 
been reported on the photochemistry patterned elasto-
meric polymer surface [68, 70, 71].

The thermal annealing method has also been 
employed to obtain metal nanoparticles (NPs) in OPVs to 
excite LSPR or plasmon scattering [72–74]. The particles 
can be directly deposited and spontaneously fabricated on 
the indium tin oxide (ITO) anode by the thermal annealing 
process, which is favorable for their application in OPVs. 
The Au-Ag alloy NPs in OPVs have been reported by the 
co-evaporation of Au and Ag onto the ITO substrate fol-
lowed by the thermal annealing process, and the atomic 
composition of the alloy NPs was controlled by tuning 
the deposition rate of the Au and the Ag [75]. Mallik et al. 
demonstrated a UV-photoactivation technique to prepare 
bimetallic Au and Ag NPs with a core-shell-type struc-
ture. Initially, Au particles as the seed particles catalyzed 
and mediated the reduction of the added silver ion in the 
presence of UV light to yield bimetallic Aucore-Agshell NPs 
[76]. Metal nanomaterials, including metal NPs, bimetal-
lic NPs and alloy NPs, can also be fabricated by chemical 

synthesis with a wide range of sizes, shapes and high 
yields [77–80].

3   Nanostructures modulate light 
harvesting in OPVs

3.1   Nanostructures improve light incidence

Incident light traverses the glass substrate, and trans-
parent or semitransparent electrode and photons are 
absorbed ultimately by the thin active layer in OPVs. 
Incident photon absorption can be effectively enhanced 
by introducing microstructure on the front surface of 
OPV devices along the incident direction, including 
gratings, self-assembled nanoholes, random scatters, 
apertures, microlenses and refractive structures [81–85]. 
The proposed nanostructures with optimized geometric 
parameters can reduce the reflection loss of the incident 
photons, increase the optical path length and enhance the 
incoupling efficiency in OPVs.

For example, Janssen et al. [81] have applied a poly-
meric retroreflective textured sheet onto the backside of 
the glass substrate in OPVs. The retroreflective textured 
sheet consisted of an array of tilted cubic structures with 
hundreds microscale as shown in Figure  6A, which was 
fabricated from a cross-linked poly(dimethylsiloxane) 
(PDMS) using a replication technique with a metal mold. 
The incident light was scattered and refracted by the tex-
tured sheet, and an improved optical path length inside 
the solar cell was obtained. The fraction of reflected light 
at the substrate-ITO interface as well as the back reflected 
light in OPVs was reflected back to the photoactive layer 

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the fabrication of self-assembled nanostructures (reprint with permission Ref. [68]; Copyright 1998, 
Rights Managed by the Nature Publishing Group).
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by the polymeric retroreflective textured sheet. Owing 
to the geometry of the texture effectively capturing the 
light inside OPVs, the absorption properties of OPVs were 
improved and the PCE was increased by 19%.

A microlens array incorporated on the incident 
surface of the glass substrate in an organic-based pho-
tovoltaic cell has been reported to enhance light absorp-
tion [86]. The closed-packed, transparent, hemispherical 
microlens array was fabricated by PDMS using a soft-NIL 
technology and provided an additional angular compo-
nent for the incident light to increase the path length in 
the active layer as shown in Figure 6B. The light harvest-
ing introduced by the microlens array has been demon-
strated on small molecule-based planar OPVs, BHJ OPVs 
and polymer-colloidal nanocrystal hybrid OPVs.

Recently, Hiralal et al. [87] proposed OPVs with ZnO 
nanowires (ZnO NWs) grown on the backside of a glass 
substrate to improve the performance of OPVs as shown 
in Figure 6C. The ZnO NWs were used as the antireflec-
tion coating to improve light distribution in photoactive 
layers based on P3HT:PC71BM and improved the efficiency 
by 36%. More interestingly, because of the sufficient 
absorption in the UV region, ZnO NWs also acted as the 
UV barrier to reduce the rate of degradation of OPVs and 

improve the cell lifetime. The absorbed UV light generated 
charge carriers in ZnO NWs to form a superhydrophobic 
surface with self-cleaning function via the Lotus effect. 
The ZnO NWs with the effects of antireflection, UV barrier 
and self-cleaning in OPVs revealed potential applications 
such as in architecture or automobile windows.

3.2   Plasmonic effect enhances light trapping

Plasmonic nanostructures, such as periodic metal grat-
ings [88–90], metal NPs [91–94], random corrugations 
[95–97] and biomimetic structures [98–100], have been 
investigated universally involving light concentration 
and manipulation in OPVs. Various kinds of plasmonic 
nanostructures can effectively trap light inside the 
photoactive layer owing to the excitation of the surface 
plasmonic effect, which is the collective oscillations of 
conductive electrons at the metal/dielectric interface. 
In general, the plasmonic light-trapping mechanism 
induced by nanostructures can be concluded to three 
main modes as shown in Figure  7 [37, 101]. One of the 
plasmonic light-trapping modes is plasmonic light scat-
tering. The embedded plasmonic nanostructures at the 

Figure 6: Nanostructures improve light incidence.
(A) SEM image of the retroreflective light-trapping texture, and inset shows the device structure (reprint with permission Ref. [81]; Copyright 
2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim). (B) SEM image of microlens array, and inset shows the schematic illustration of light 
trapping with the microlens array (reprint with permission Ref. [86]; Copyright 2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry). (C) Structure of OPVs 
with ZnO NWs, and SEM image of ZnO NWs (reprint with permission Ref. [87]; Copyright 2014 The Royal Society of Chemistry).
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interface of the OPVs, such as metal NPs, scatter the inci-
dent light into the devices with an additional angular 
spread, and the photons are then trapped partially in the 
thin absorber films by the reflection between back metal 
electrodes and microstructured interfaces, resulting in an 
increased effective path length inside OPVs. The second 
mode of plasmonic light trapping is the SPP mode. Effec-
tive light trapping is realized due to the optical coupling 
at the corrugated metal-organic interface associated 
with the excitation of SPP modes. The third mode of 
plasmonic light trapping is the LSPR effect. Metal NPs 
inside the absorbing medium act as the subwavelength 
antennas to concentrate the optical field and increase 
the effective absorption cross-section. In the following 
section, we will discuss these plasmonic light-trapping 
modes as well as the design of OPV constructions based 
on plasmonic nanostructures in detail.

3.2.1   SPPs

SPPs are guided electromagnetic waves traveling along 
the interface between a metal and a dielectric film [102–
104]. By introducing a microstructured metal/dielec-
tric interface to surmount the mismatch associated with 
the momentum of in-plane SPPs and incident photons, 
the SPP modes can be excited and the incident photons 
will be trapped and guided along the interface for a few 
micrometers until the energy is lost in metal and dielec-
tric materials. The incident solar flux is transferred per-
pendicular to the incident direction and absorbed by the 
photoactive materials nearby the microstructured inter-
face [105–108]. Forrest et al. [108] have fabricated periodic 
1-D metallic grating at the submicron scale based on nano-
lithography and explored their application in OPVs based 
on a small molecular active layer. Baba et al. have engaged 
1-D Ag grating to excite the SPP mode associated with the 
cathode interface and realized a twofold improvement in 

photocurrent in OPVs based on the solution-processing 
P3HT:PCBM photoactive layer [88].

The optical effects of periodic metal nanostructures 
for light harvesting and device performance improve-
ment in OPVs have been demonstrated by the theoretical 
simulation based on the finite-difference time domain 
(FDTD) method. In the simulated distribution of the 
magnetic field intensity in the corrugated OPVs with a 
period of 200 nm under normal incidence at the 450-nm 
wavelength (Figure  8B), the field intensity showed the 
maximum value at the corrugated metal/organic inter-
face and delayed along the direction perpendicular to it, 
which demonstrated the excitation of the SPP modes and 
light trapping associated with the corrugated interface 
[44]. The geometrical parameters of the periodic metallic 
gratings determine the resonance frequency and coupling 
efficiency of the exciting SPP modes. Figure 8C shows the 
absorption spectra of the OPVs based on the CuPc/C60 
heterojunction with various periodic Ag gratings, quoted 
from Jin Yu’s work, and multifarious absorption enhance-
ments were obtained associated with the different periods 
[10]. The optimized improvement for efficiency was real-
ized with the consistent wavelength region between the 
photoactive absorption and the excited SPP mode reso-
nance in periodic nanostructure-based OPVs.

The main obstacle for the 1-D periodic microstructure-
induced light amplification in OPVs is the unequal light 
trapping of transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse elec-
tric (TE) polarized modes due to the sensitive light polari-
zation dependence of the 1-D periodic grating, and only 
the TM polarized mode with a magnetic component paral-
lel to the 1-D periodic grating can couple to the SPP mode 
[111]. In addition, the resonance wavelength of the SPPs 
is relatively narrow compared with the broadband solar 
light, which is limited by the intrinsic dispersive metal 
properties and significantly depends on the incident light 
angle [112]. The polarization dependence and narrow 
resonance of the SPP modes hinder the application of the 
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(A) SEM images of 1-D and 2-D periodic gratings (reprint with permission Ref. [109]; Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society). (B) Simulated 
distribution of the magnetic field intensity in the corrugated OPVs at the wavelength of 450 nm based on 200-nm periodic Al cathode, and the 
device structure can also be obtained in the figure (reprint with permission Ref. [44]; Copyright 2015 Elsevier B.V.). (C) Simulated absorption 
spectra of OPVs based on CuPc/C60 heterojunction with 270-, 300-, 350- and 400-nm periodic Ag grating (reprint with permission Ref. [10]; 
Copyright 2012 American Institute of Physics). (D and E) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of spherical Ag NPs and triangular Ag 
nanoprisms, and J-V characteristics of OPVs with and without metal NPs (reprint with permission Ref. [92]; Copyright 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag 
GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim). (F) TEM images of AuNPs and Au@Ag NCs (scale bar: 20 nm), and simulated electric field |E | 2 distributions of 
AuNPs (45 nm) and Au@Ag NCs (45 nm @ 10 nm) (reprint with permission Ref. [110]; Copyright 2014  American Chemical Society).

1-D periodic nanostructures in OPVs. The introduction of 
2-D periodic metal corrugations as the replacement of 1-D 
grating in OPVs is an effective approach to overcome the 
deficiencies mentioned above [113]. Benefiting from the 
geometric symmetries associated with the different in-
plane directions, both the TM and TE polarized modes can 
couple to the SPP modes. Kim et al. [114] have explored the 
polymer-based BHJ OPVs with 1-D and 2-D gratings. The 
P3HT:PCBM-based OPVs integrated with the 2-D grating 
demonstrated a higher enhancement factor compared 
with the 1-D microstructured devices. The short-circuit 
current density (Jsc) and PCE under one sun with AM  
1.5  G illumination were improved from 9.5  mA/cm2 and 
3.6% for the planar reference cells to 10.5 mA/cm2 and 4.1% 
for 1-D grating-based cells, and to 10.9 mA/cm2 and 4.3% 
for 2-D grating-based cells. In order to broaden the light-
trapping region, we have designed a 2-D dual-periodic 
corrugation, which consisted of two sets of different peri-
odic gratings [44]. By tuning the periods of the 2-D dual-
periodic corrugation to excite SPP modes according to the 
absorption wavelength of the donor and acceptor materi-
als, respectively, broadband light trapping has been real-
ized. Atwater and Polman [37] have proposed plasmonic 
tandem geometries, which may realize broadband light 

harvesting as well. The plasmonic tandem geometries 
included semiconductors with different bandgaps stacked 
with each other and separated by microstructured metal 
contact layers with different periods. The independent 
periodic metal contact layers coupled different spectral 
bands in the solar spectrum into the corresponding sub-
absorber cells in the tandem geometries.

Integrating random corrugations or biomimetic struc-
tures with quasi-periodic or random geometry in OPVs is 
another important and effective means to realize broad-
band polarization-insensitive light harvesting owing to 
the excitation of broadband and hybrid SPP modes, such 
as quasi-grating [115], deterministic aperiodic nanostruc-
tures (DANs) [116], porous nanocolumnar [100], bioinspired 
moth’s eye nanostructures (MENs) [99, 100, 117] and ripple 
structures [118]. For instance, Tang et al. have experimen-
tally and theoretically investigated the random biomimetic 
structures in OPVs. They proposed DANs and MENs in OPVs 
to guide and retain light inside the active layer [99, 116, 117]. 
Moreover, they introduced the DNA and MEN structures 
onto the backside of glass substrates to reduce reflection 
losses of the incident light. Owing to the collective effects of 
the nanostructure-induced broadband SPP excitation, light 
scattering and antireflection, the broadband absorption 
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and device performance were significantly improved in 
OPVs based on dual-side DANs or MENs.

The plasmonic metallic nanostructures also have elec-
trical effects on the performance of OPVs. The parasitic 
Ohmic loss occurring upon the excitation of surface plas-
mons is often a common problem when employing metallic 
nanostructures for OPV applications. Interestingly, it has 
been reported that the 1-D metallic grating on the back elec-
trode improved the fill factor (FF) of OPVs, which is consid-
ered to result from the larger corrugated interfacial area as 
compared with planar devices as well as the lower series 
resistance of the nanostructured OPVs [119]. The molecu-
lar orientation or crystallinity effects arising from directly 
imprinting the active layer could give rise to increased 
charge mobility in the active layer, thereby reducing bulk 
recombination and series resistance [120]. A recent research 
has demonstrated that the space charge limit in OPVs could 
be overcome in OPVs on the basis of metallic grating. This 
was attributed to the plasmonic nanostructures causing a 
redistribution of the local exciton generation in the photo-
active layer, thus giving a shortened transport path for posi-
tive charge carriers in OPVs [121].

3.2.2   LSPR

Metal NPs have been used in OPVs to improve efficiency, 
commonly owing to its relatively simple fabrication 
process and compatibility with OPVs [122–124]. Metal NPs 
implanted in photoactive layers can concentrate incident 
light and store energy to LSPR based on plasmonic near-
field coupling [125]. The material, shape, size, concen-
tration, composition and location of incorporated metal 
NPs are key parameters to tailor the resonant frequency 
and coupling efficiency of LSPR in OPVs. For example, 
Guo et al. [126] reported the application of Au arrowhead 
nanorods (ARNRs) in the inverted polymer OPVs based on 
PCDTBT and PC71BM, and the PCE was improved from 5.75% 
to 7.40% with a maximum enhancement of 28.7%. Except 
for exciting the LSPR, the ARNRs in the active layers also 
reduced the cell resistance and improved the charge trans-
port as demonstrated by the experimental and theoretical 
analyses. Xu et  al. [75] have employed Au-Ag alloy NPs 
in OPVs and realized tunable LSPR by varying the molar 
ratio of alloy NPs. A 19% enhancement was obtained by 
tailoring the LSPR resonant peak in accordance with the 
absorption of the P3HT:PCBM photoactive layer.

Choy et al. [92] demonstrated broadband light trapping 
in OPVs with multi-plasmonic-resonant absorption peaks 
based on metal NPs. They incorporated Ag NPs and nano-
prisms with different shapes synthesized by a wet chemical 

method in P3HT:PCBM photoactive layers as shown in 
Figure 8D and E, and low-order and high-order plasmonic 
resonance modes were excited simultaneously in broad-
band. Benefitting from the incorporation of LSPR effects 
excited by the mixed plasmonic Ag nanomaterials, the 
Jsc was improved by 17.91% and the PCE was increased by 
19.44%, as compared to the pre-optimized control sample.

It is worth noting that some detrimental effects 
exist at the interface between the embedded metal NPs 
and the organic semiconductors, including the quench-
ing of excited states, non-radiative decay and charge-
carrier recombination, which offset the gains from local 
field enhancement and attenuate the efficiency of OPVs 
[127–129]. Packing the metal NPs inside an inert cladding 
layer with core-shell nanostructures to separate from the 
surrounding semiconductors is an effective approach to 
reduce the detrimental effects mentioned above. In this 
regard, Sun et  al. [130] have explored the electric func-
tion of the ultrathin oxide coating layer on Ag nanoprisms 
(Ag@TiO2). The photoluminescence (PL) quench and the 
relatively short-lived photon-induced polaron were dis-
covered in cells based on bare Ag nanoprisms owing to 
the exciton recombination and the quenching of excited 
states. On the contrary, in the cells with Ag@TiO2 core-shell 
nanostructures, an improved photon-induced exciton 
population was observed from the enhanced absorption 
and PL spectra as well as the long-lived photon-induced 
polaron, and a 31% enhancement of PCE was obtained 
finally due to the LSPR effects of NPs and the protective 
effects of the oxide shell.

Despite the detrimental effects, the metal nanoma-
terials in OPVs also have positive electrical effects on 
the processes of charge-carrier transformation and col-
lection. Borchert et  al. [127] have demonstrated that Au 
NPs incorporated in the photoactive layer increased the 
performance of OPVs due to the introduction of dopant 
states, which increased the electrical conductivity of the 
photoactive layer. Choy et  al. [131] have found electrical 
properties of increased hole mobility and better balance 
of electron and hole mobilities by incorporating Au NPs 
into active layers, and increased Jsc and FF were obtained. 
In addition, the metal nanomaterials incorporated into 
the buffer layers have demonstrated to be beneficial for 
extracting the charge carriers from the photoactive layers 
to the respective electrodes [132].

3.2.3   Plasmonic light scattering

Subwavelength NPs located outside the photoactive layer 
can scatter and trap photons inside the cells. The NPs on 
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the top of the absorber layer provide a far-field effect to 
trap light, which is similar in nature to scattering into 
quasi-guide modes based on the dielectric structure. 
Owing to the plasmonic light scattering, the NPs with a 
high scattering cross-section can reduce the reflective 
losses and provide an enhanced effective path length to 
increase light incoupling efficiency [133–136]. Plasmonic 
scattering efficiency can be tailored by the shape, environ-
ment, distribution and size of NPs. An 18% enhancement 
in PCE for PCDTBT:PC70BM-based OPVs has been reported 
by Jung et  al. [137] owing to the plasmonic scattering of 
Ag NPs embedded in the ITO and MoO3 interface. Au@
Ag core-shell nanocubes were incorporated in OPVs to 
improve plasmonic scattering as shown in Figure 8F, as 
reported by Baek et al. [110]. The well-manipulated Au@
Ag core-shell nanocubes exhibited outstanding scattering 
efficiency at the long-wavelength region, resulting in a 2.2-
fold absorption enhancement compared with the Au NPs.

NPs located at the back of the devices also show 
comparable scattering efficiencies to those at the front 
of the devices, which can avoid losses due to the destruc-
tive interference between scattered and unscattered light 

[138–140]. For instance, Kymakis et al. [141] have reported 
the plasmonic backscattering effect in OPVs with Au 
nanorods. Au nanorods inside the electron transport 
layer (the titanium suboxide, TiOx) were demonstrated to 
provide light trapping via scattering and avoid the optical 
losses of light back scattering in a front-type plasmonic 
device. In addition, by placing the NPs on the rear of 
OPVs, the potential absorption losses in the NPs were also 
suppressed. As a result, the PCE of PCDTBT:PC71BM-based 
OPVs and PTB7:PC71BM-based OPVs was improved by 13% 
and 8%, respectively.

3.2.4   Dual plasmonic effects

SPPs excited by periodic mental gratings and LSPR 
induced by mental NPs typically have relatively narrow 
and different resonance wavelength regions [142–144]. It 
is interesting to simultaneously extend the wavelength 
region of light trapping in OPVs based on SPPs and LSPR. 
Choy et al. and Yang et al. designed inverted OPVs based 
on dual plasmonic nanostructures, as shown in Figure 9, 
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to achieve broadband light absorption enhancement. The 
dual plasmonic nanostructures consisted of a periodic 
nanograting electrode as the back reflector and metal NPs 
embedded in the active layer based on PBDTTT-C-T:PC71BM. 
The metallic nanograting increased the interface area 
and realized a higher FF. Owing to the collective excita-
tion of SPPs, LSPR and their hybridizations, the inverted 
OPVs with dual plasmonic nanostructures show 8.79% 
enhancement in PCE, with FF increasing from 58.4% 
to 62.9% and Jsc improving from 17.07 to 18.39  mA/cm2. 
It was the first report to combine metal NPs with nanograt-
ing to extend the enhanced absorption region and 
improve the PCE, FF and Jsc of OPVs by dual plasmonic 
effects. LSPR resonance has a hard relationship with the 
refractive index of the surrounding materials and can be 
tuned by changing the embedded location in the devices 
[146]. In order to further improve the performance and 
reproducibility of OPVs based on the dual plasmonic 
effects, Choy et al. [147] have optimized the construction 
of dual plasmonic OPVs: they chose the period of the Ag 
nanograting anode to be 600 nm, embedded the Au NPs 
in the electron transport layer instead of the active layer 
and adopted ZnO as the electron transport material. The 
optimized devices realized a total visible light trapping 
ranging from 350 to 800 nm and reached a maximum PCE 
of 9.62% with excellent reproducibility arising from the 
dual plasmonic effects, demonstrating the significance of 
the precise design of the nanostructures and device con-
structions for high-performance devices.

Recently, Sang Kyu Kwak and Joon Hak Oh et  al. 
reported a multiple-patterned plasmonic nanostructure 
fabricated by synergistically combining a block co-poly-
mer lithography with NIL technology [145]. The multiple-
patterned plasmonic nanostructures contained various 
nanopost and corrugated grating patterns as shown 
in Figure 9B. In the multiple-patterned OPVs, multiple 
plasmon effects were excited via the LSPR and SPP modes. 
The multiple-patterned electrode also scattered light into 
the active layer to increase the optical path length. The 
theoretical simulation and scanning near-field optical 
microscopy have been performed to substantiate the strong 
multiple plasmonic effects of the multiple-patterned plas-
monic electrodes in boosting device performance.

3.3   Optical cavity manipulates light

For a planar thin-film OPVs, light trapping strongly 
depends on the sandwiched device structure with a trans-
parent or semitransparent front electrode and a reflective 
back electrode. In order to trap photons in the photoactive 

region of planar devices, various strategies have been 
explored, and the most directive approach is to construct 
an optical cavity configuration to realize optical trapping 
inside OPVs [148–151]. In this section, three strategies for 
effective light trapping in OPVs will be discussed and 
elucidated.

3.3.1   Metal-mirror resonant microcavity

A metal-mirror resonant microcavity is formed when an 
organic active layer is sandwiched by two reflective metal 
electrodes. Incident light with resonant frequencies can be 
trapped inside the metal microcavity, satisfying the con-
structive interference condition, which realizes the effec-
tive light trapping in the sandwiched active layer [152–154]. 
Ultrathin metal films are usually chosen as the semitrans-
parent front electrode with superior reflective transparent 
characteristics compared with the commonly used trans-
parent ITO electrode, which ensures the formation of a 
stronger microcavity to enhance the optical confinement 
in OPVs. In order to suppress the Volmer-Weber growth 
mode of the deposited ultrathin metal film and to improve 
the optical and electronic characteristics of the ultrathin 
electrode, nucleation-inducing seed layers are commonly 
required, such as metal seeds, metal oxides and organic 
materials [35, 155–157]. The nucleation-inducing seed 
layers can also act as the capping layer or charge trans-
forming layer in OPVs to verify the reflective transparent 
properties or charge collective properties in bottom-illumi-
nated or top-illuminated OPVs, respectively [158–160].

Jen et  al. [152, 161, 162] have demonstrated ITO-free 
OPVs with the microcavity structure based on an ultrathin 
Ag electrode. The transmitted incident light through 
the ultrathin Ag electrode resonated within the optical 
microcavity, and photons with resonant frequencies were 
trapped owing to the coherent interference. Figure  10A 
illustrated the improved exciton generation rate of the 
microcavity-based devices compared with the ITO-based 
devices, which was beneficial for the enhanced light 
absorption by the metal resonant microcavity as well as 
the improved conversion efficiency of the trapped photons 
by the ultrathin Ag electrode.

3.3.2   Optical spacer

In typical planar OPVs, the incident light passing through 
the transparent front electrode is absorbed firstly by the 
photoactive layers, and the unabsorbed light is then 
reflected by the metal back electrode. Owing to the optical 
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interference between the back-reflected light and the inci-
dent light, a standing wave with strong oscillation of the 
optical field within the multilayer structure of the OPVs is 
generated. The intensity of the optical field is nearly zero 
at the interface of the reflective metal back electrode. Pho-
toactive materials near the dead zone have minimal con-
tribution to the overall light absorption with significantly 
reduced photo-generated carriers because of the weak 
optical field. Constructing an optical spacer is an effective 
approach to spatially redistribute the optical field inside 
OPVs [164–166]. The additional optical spacer can alter 
the optical interference in the multilayer OPVs to modu-
late the intensity of light in the photoactive layer, and an 
improved exciton generation can be expected because of 
the enhanced light harvesting [112]. The work function and 
charge transmission performance of the inserted optical 
spacer inside the OPVs should also be taken into consid-
eration, which are key influencing factors for the perfor-
mance of OPVs, and the inserted optical spacer commonly 
acts as the charge transmission or extraction layer. Forrest 
et al. [167] incorporated an organic layer inside OPVs acting 
as the optical spacer, and they deposited a bathocuproine 
(BCP) between the photoactive region and the cathode. 
The pristine function of the incorporated BCP layer was 

exciton blocking in nature to prevent exciton diffusion to 
the cathode interface and subsequent quenching. Owing 
to the modified optical field by the exciton blocking layer, 
the light intensity at the donor-acceptor interface was 
increased, which led to an increase in efficiency. Lee et al. 
[168] used a solution-based titanium oxide (TiOx) layer as 
the optical spacer in polymer photovoltaic cells, and the 
PCE was enhanced by approximately 50% compared with 
the reference sample without the optical spacer.

The thickness of an optical spacer is a key parameter 
to determine the distribution of optical interference inside 
the active layer. The optical field distributions with dif-
ferent thickness for the in-cell spacer layer (MoO3) inside 
OPVs have been modeled as shown in Figure 10B [163]. 
The optical field maximum was located at the photoac-
tive layer through tuning the thickness of the in-cell space 
layer. With the optimized thickness of MoO3, photon har-
vesting was enhanced in the very thin active layer.

3.3.3   Optical Tamm states

Recently, a simple, planar multilayer structure has been 
proposed for the creation of surface waves within the light 
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cone. It has been shown that such states can be formed at 
the interface between a photonic crystal (PC) and a metal 
or a dielectric material. These states have been described 
as optical Tamm states in analogy with electron states 
predicted by Tamm that can occur in the energy band 
gap at a crystal surface. Optical Tamm states exhibit local 
maximum field intensity at the metal/PC interface. The 
field intensity decays into the PC due to the Bragg forbid-
den band effect. Conventional surface plasmons have a 
wave vector exceeding that of light in vacuum and therefore 
cannot be directly excited by light that is simply incident on 
the surface. Optical Tamm states have a zero in-plane wave 
vector and can be produced by direct optical excitation. 
Different from the SPP modes with TM polarization, optical 
Tamm states can be formed in both the TE and TM polariza-
tions [169–171]. So, optical Tamm states exhibit a promising 
approach in OPVs for light harvesting based on the prop-
erties of surface wave as the alternative of SPP excitation 
without the assistance of nanopatterned structures. Zhang 
et al. [172] have studied the potential application of optical 
Tamm states in OPVs and constructed a PC bilayer as the 
dielectric Bragg mirror with periodically alternating layers 
of ITO and antimony tin oxide (ATO) as shown in Figure 11. 
The absorption spectra in the active layer were simulated 
by FDTD codes, and the Drude model was applied to deal 
with Ag. Figure  11C shows the simulated overall absorp-
tion in the photoactive layer for normal incidence with 
different numbers of PC bilayers. Compared with the con-
ventional reference OPVs, the broadband photonic har-
vesting enhancement was realized, and the excitation of 
the optical Tamm states was demonstrated as well from 
the field peaking at the Ag/PC interface and exhibiting an 
oscillating-damping profile into the PC. Owing to the exci-
tation of the broadband optical Tamm states, 35% theoreti-
cal absorption enhancement has been obtained with two 
bilayers including 64-nm ITO and 94-nm ATO. Further theo-
retical simulation confirmed that the overall enhancement 
was attributed to the abnormal refractive index variation of 
the active layer and could be improved by increasing the 
refractive index contrast of the PC bilayers [173].

Tang et  al. [174] verified the significantly enhanced 
light harvesting and photocurrent in OPVs by the optical 
Tamm states experimentally. They constructed a semi-
transparent inverted OPVs with a high reflector structure 
including six pairs of MoO3 (60 nm)/LiF (90 nm). With the 
optimizing reflector structure, light trapping was improved 
at the wavelength region between 450 and 600 nm owing 
to the effect of the optical Tamm states, and the Jsc was 
increased from 8.09 to 10.9  mA/cm2, which resulted in 
a 30% enhancement in PCE compared with the control 
devices.

3.4   Optical mode cross-coupling in OPVs

Tandem OPVs with two or more stacked single cells is a new 
candidate for high-performance solar cells with increased 
open-circuit voltage and PCE [175, 176]. However, because 
of the nonuniform distribution of incident light in the 
stacked sub-cells, the photocurrents generated in the dif-
ferent sub-cells are unbalanced, which degenerate the 
efficiency of the tandem devices. Carefully designing the 
structure and properly choosing active layers with nono-
verlapping absorption wavelength region can overcome 
this obstacle in tandem OPVs [177, 178]. Feng et al. [179] 
presented a neoteric solution by introducing a periodical 
corrugated metal cathode to enhance the light absorption 
of the back sub-cell in the small molecule-based double-
junction tandem OPVs as shown in Figure  12A. In the 
simulated distribution of the magnetic field intensity of 
the corrugated tandem OPVs based on a 300-nm period 
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at 650-nm wavelength, SPP resonance at the interface 
of the Ag cathode and the back sub-cell can be demon-
strated. Meanwhile, the microcavity modes also exist at 
the interface. From the simulated dispersion relationship 
of the corrugated devices, an anti-crossing between the 
SPP mode and the microcavity mode occurs when the 
period is around 300 nm. This anti-crossing is caused by 
a strong interference between the SPPs and the microcav-
ity modes at the interface between the Ag cathode and 
the back sub-cell. The anti-crossing between the SPPs 
and the microcavity modes has obtained a strong field 
enhancement in the metal-dielectric-metal structure. 
Moreover, it leads to a broadband resonance at around 
600 nm due to the formation of a large anti-crossing gap. 
Both theoretical and experimental results supported the 
anti-crossing of optical modes in devices with enhanced 
light-trapping behavior. Consequently, the photocurrent 
and PCE of the double-junction tandem devices with cor-
rugated metal electrode were improved by 10.4% and 
11.3%, respectively.

Jin et  al. [180] explored another strategy of optical 
mode cross-coupling in OPVs, and a broadband absorp-
tion enhancement was realized in top-incident inverted 
OPVs with an additional antenna layer on top of the 

microstructured metal anode as shown in Figure 12B. The 
antenna layer consisted of tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) alu-
minum (Alq3) doped with 1 wt% (4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-
t-butyl-6-(1,1,7,7-tetramethyljuloli-dyl)-4H-pyran (DCJTB). 
The sufficient overlap spectra between the PL of the donor 
Alq3 and the absorption of the acceptor of the DCJTB result 
in an efficient Förster energy transfer from Alq3 to DCJTB. 
The energy transfer from the DCJTB to the photoactive 
materials is also reliable due to the sufficient overlap 
between the PL spectra of the DCJTB and the absorption 
spectra of SubPc. The corrugated metal electrode has 
been employed to excite SPP resonance to transfer mole-
cular excitation energy from DCJTB to SubPc, crossing the 
thick metallic electrode. As a consequence, the trapped 
energy by the antenna material was coupled and trans-
ferred to the active layer by cross-coupling of the SPP 
modes at the interface of the Ag anode and the antenna 
layer. Owing to the complementary absorption property 
of the antenna layer compared with the active layer in 
OPVs, a broadband-enhanced light absorption has been 
realized. Compared with the planar reference sample, the 
corrugated OPVs based on the antenna layer obtained a 
16% improvement in PCE, with the Jsc increased from 6.07 
to 6.98 mA/cm2.
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4   Conclusions and outlook
In this review, we have discussed the optical engineer-
ing in OPVs to improve light absorption in thin photoac-
tive layers. Owing to the tradeoff between the efficiency 
of photon absorption and exciton harvesting, the thick-
ness of the photoactive layer is limited, which results in 
incomplete light absorption. We reviewed light-trapping 
strategies by incorporating nanostructures or nanomate-
rials outside and inside the active layers in OPVs, as well 
as the fabrication technologies for the nanostructures or 
nanomaterials. By introducing out-of-cell nanostructures 
on the transparent substrates and electrodes, the reflec-
tive losses of incident light are suppressed. However, the 
antireflective geometries suffer from the complex and 
uneconomical fabrication processes, especially the lack of 
compatibility with roll-to-roll technologies for large-area 
fabrication. Plasmonic nanostructures and nanomaterials 
engaged inside cells, such as periodic grating, metal NPs 
and freedom corrugation, couple the incident photons 
in the photoactive layers by the simplex or collective 
effects of plasmonic scattering, SPPs and LSPR. Unfortu-
nately, the resonant wavelength of metal nanomaterials is 
typically narrow, determined by the nanomaterials size, 
shape and their surrounding materials. The quenching 
of excited states in the interface of plasmonic nanostruc-
tures decreases the improvement of the performance of 
OPVs. In addition, the polarization dependence and angle 
sensitivity of SPPs pose a limitation for OPV applications. 
Consequently, it is still critical to design the plasmonic 

nanomaterials and nanostructures with broadband, 
polarization-independent and angle-insensitive light 
trapping. Furthermore, parasitic absorption in plasmonic 
electrodes is omnipresent and must be considered along-
side the potential optical benefits of plasmonic electrodes 
for OPV applications. Tailoring the optical field distribu-
tion by designing optical cavities in OPVs to manipulate 
light also enables the light absorption to reach high value 
in thin active layers. The engaged optical spacer and PC 
bilayers with a precise control of lattice thicknesses result 
in more complicated fabrication processes than the fab-
rication of nanopatterned structures, and the electrical 
properties of the inset layers also affect the efficiency of 
OPVs. The improved OPVs based on various light-manip-
ulating approaches are listed in Table 2. It is not apparent 
that a particular light-trapping strategy is substantially 
better for OPV applications than the others. Depending on 
the device architecture, the active layer material proper-
ties and the location in the device stack, it is clear that 
certain or complex approaches will play a more important 
role in enhancing the efficiency of devices, which should 
be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

Benefitting from the progress made in material devel-
opment and device optimization, OPVs have demonstrated 
remarkable improvement in the past few years. So far, 
the light-manipulating strategies for photon harvesting 
mostly focused on devices with small size, and it will be 
interesting to construct and fabricate solution-processed 
microstructured OPVs with large scale and low cost, espe-
cially based on the roll-to-roll technology. In addition, 

Table 2: The improved performance of OPVs by the nanopattern-induced light trapping.

Donor:Acceptor   Geometry   PCE (%)  PCEref (%)  EF (%)  Mechanisms   Ref.

PDPPTPT:PCBM   Texture sheet   5.5  4.6  19  Antireflection, increase light path   [81]
SubPc:C60   Microlens array   3.7  3.1  19  Antireflection, increase light path   [86]
CuPc:C60   Ag grating   1.07  1.44  35  SPP   [10]
P3HT:PCBM   1-D grating

2-D grating
  4.1

4.3
  3.6

3.6
  14

19
  SPP   [114]

SubPc:C60   Dual period grating   3.5  2.6  31  Broadband SPP   [44]
P3HT:ICBA   Biomimetic moth’s eye antireflective layer  7.8  6.4  22  SPP, light scattering, antireflection   [99]
P3HT:PCBM   Ag NPs and nanoprisms   4.3  3.6  18  Broadband LSPR   [92]
P3HT:PCBM   Ag@oxide nanoprisms   4.0  3.1  31  LSPR   [130]
PCDTBT:PCBM   Ag NPs in MoO3   5.8  5.07  14  LSPR   [137]
PTB7:PCBM   Au@Ag NPs   9.2  7.9  16  LSPR   [110]
P3HT:PCBM   Au NPs and Ag grating   4.06  3.07  30  LSPR and SPP   [147]
PBDTTT-C-T:PCBM   Multiple patterns   9.63  7.75  24  SPP, light scattering   [145]
P3HT:PCBM   TiOx insert Layer   12.6  8.1  50  Optical spacer   [168]
P3HT:PCBM   6 MoO3/LiF layers   4.32  3.36  29  Optical Tamm states   [174]
SubPc:C60   Ag grating, metal electrode, Ag NPs   6.10  5.48  11  Coupling of SPP and microcavity, LSPR  [179]
SubPc:C60   Ag grating and an antenna layer   3.89  3.35  16  Cross-coupling of SPP and antenna   [180]

PCEref, the PCE of reference sample; EF, enhancement factor.
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except for efficiency, stability and lifetime are also the key 
factors that should be considered and researched for the 
commercial application of OPVs. Therefore, understand-
ing the potential influence of the nanostructures on the 
stability and lifetime of OPVs requires stringent funda-
mental research. We summarized here the state-of-the-
art light manipulation technologies in OPVs in the hope 
to drive the application of OPVs with high efficiency, long 
lifetime and stability.
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